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About This Content

We heard you wanted more monsters. We got more monsters! More leaders? We got you covered. Circle Empires:
Apex Monsters! adds 12 new monsters to hunt down, 6 new leaders to play as and 21 new units to recruit or defeat.

New creatures make their way onto the circular battlefield. Hunt down a feared unicorn named Über, as you recruit wax
monsters that spawn wax towers that shoot wax at your enemies (we could wax lyrical all day). Or recruit your own horny

unicorns and fight Enormy the Enormous; a really dumb but (for some reason) widely revered Barbarian.

Yeah, it’s all pretty weird, and there’s a lot more to discover. Recruit brand new units to fight by your side like crossbowmen,
infested queens, black dragons, white dragons and assassin warriors. All Apex Monsters! units can be used across all game

modes with this DLC package installed.
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Key Features

6 new leaders to play as

12 new monsters to hunt down

21 new units (including unit classes)

A new autumn themed biome

All leaders have a new unit to recruit

AI empires use the new units to wreak havoc of their own
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Title: Circle Empires: Apex Monsters!
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Luminous
Publisher:
Iceberg Interactive
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: 1,7GHz dual core

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel/AMD Integrated Graphics, 1GB VRAM

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: System requirements may be subject to change.

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Turkish,Czech,Polish,Korean
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Buy the bundle ... total card drop value is more expensive than the bundle ... profit lol. This song on hard may be extremely
hard, but is hard in a well-designed way. I feel like I'm really close to clearing it - which, in my opinion, is what a hard song
should make you feel. The lower level charts are fun as well.. These games are really unique and fun. Recommend trying both.
Especially if you enjoy bit music too. I had a lot of fun with this game and it is certainly your money's worth. The story is
intriguing and the characters are likable (well, there is one exception, but even he is well-rounded as a character). The sex is a
nice bonus as well >u>

Story & Characters- 7\/10
As I mentioned, the story has an intriguing plot with likable characters. The writing is solid and well done, I did find a few
minor grammar issues, but nothing that the player can't extrapolate for themselves and only occurred once or twice within the
whole game. Admittedly, I wish there was more romance throughout the whole game. The plot does come together nicely with
happy endings should the player reach the good ends. The characters are well written, though I am left wanting more of some of
the love interests. As other reviews have already mentioned, there's a negative bias towards a certain one ^^;

Art- 7\/10
The art is very nice, but I do wish it was more consistent! You could really see the difference in art and coloring style as artists
are swapped between sprites and the CGs. I don't really mind if there's a difference between sprite and CG, but seeing such
differences between CGs leaves me a bit disjointed.

Gameplay- 5\/10
Okay, it's a visual novel, I'm expecting a lot of click to continue! I don't mind that, that's what I'm here to play for! The
minigames are also nice, but one does put you in an infinite loop if you get it wrong so... regardless of whether that was planned
I feel like that's a bit mean to the player. There is also an illusion of choice regarding one character and while I don't necessarily
mind that, my problem is that the bad end occurs waaay into the game rather than instant and there's no way out. Luckily, I did
that in my second pass and was able to skip through a lot of text, but I can see it being frustrating for players that wound up on
this route first.

Misc. Comments-
-Really love having the options for top\/bottom\/skip.
-While the voice acting was good, it was jarring to have some scenes voiced and others not. I think in the future if a game
couldn't be fully voiced, possibly go with just partial voicing (groans, chuckles, sighs, etc.).
-The aesthetic appears to be steampunk, but I think I'd categorize the story itself as cyberpunk.
-In comparison to Ertal's other game, A Hand in the Darkness, I think I liked A Hand in the Darkness more simply because it
was more romantic. However, I think the characters of Chasing the Stars are...better people. So I guess it weighs out?? ^^;

All in all, it's a good game with a good story. I'm looking forward to anything else Ertal develops! (oops, this got really long;; )
. Well, I hadnt played this game in ages, and after buying the Gundemonium Collection, I figured I"d have a go at it since I
couldnt really remember much of it.

....and then it very quickly hit me as to WHY I hadnt played this game in ages. Suddenly, I remembered it all. If you're
wondering why my "time spent" on this game here on Steam is so low, and yet I'm writing a review, it's because I've already
spent a big pile of time with this, and the other two games, on the PS3 versions, which came out quite some time ago.
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The other two games in the trilogy are bloody brilliant. Excellent bullet-hell type games.

This one though is different. Everything that the other two get right, THIS one gets wrong. Uninteresting attack patterns,
extremely repetetive (and short) level design, stupid control issues (really? There's no "slow movement" button here? In a bullet-
hell shmup? when there WAS one in the other two?), cheap boss attacks (the first boss: If you DONT know that he's going to do
the arm swipe as his first attack, and if you dont ALREADY know just where to be when he does it, you WILL die 1 second
into the fight. Gets worse from there.) and one of the worst game mechanics I've ever heard of in this type of game.

See, here's the main gimmick: You've got all of these different dolls that you control instead of ships. You can switch them out
when one dies, and you essentially get nine lives to go with. All of them have different abilities and blah blah blah. None of
THAT matters, though, you see. While that all sounds cool, it's obliterated by that particular gameplay mechanic that I
mentioned up above. You cant just shoot things in this or use special powers on them, nooooooooooo. What you have to do is
kill yourself. No, really. Bosses in particular CANNOT be beaten without doing this.... numerous times on each. You fill up this
"flow" meter by shooting stuff, and when it's powered up, ramming yourself into an enemy of any sort will cause the doll to
violently explode, doing massive damage to anything caught in the blast.

Bosses take next to no damage from anything else, so you A: have to do this against them, and B: have to have enough remaining
lives when you reach each one.

But the problem with this is simple: This is a danmaku shmup. Bullet-hell. Where the idea of RAMMING something exists.
Think about that for a second. You've got chaotic, and most importantly, DENSE patterns coming out from these things, and
you have to RAM THE SOURCE OF THEM. In other words, you must successfully plow directly through the areas with the
highest bullet density (since it's where the shots are coming from) and successfully ram the boss without taking a hit. Yeah.
Good luck with that one.

Typically, getting really close to enemies... and I dont mean right next to them, but just a short distance away... in a bullet-hell
game is quite the challenge for most players. There are plenty of games of this type where the closer you are to an enemy when
it pops, the more points you get. Which makes sense due to the challenge of getting close without taking a hit. But that's an
OPTIONAL thing.... you dont HAVE to do it. And you can learn it in bits and pieces. As you go through the game in question,
you'll learn the patterns and learn how everything works, and you spot different ways of getting close to some things to pop
them, and so on.

Well, in THIS game, you *have* to do it, and getting close isnt good enough. Gotta actually collide with the thing. AFTER
surviving long enough to charge up the Flow meter.

Yeah. Saying that this is frustrating is an understatement.

This developer has made a number of interesting and creative shmuppy games, and for the most part all of them are very good,
which of course includes Gundemonium Recollection and GundeadliGne, the other two in this 3-pack. But THIS game is the
exception. And I haaaaaaaate having to say that, as this is one of those developers that I have alot of respect for otherwise.

But even a great dev can make a mistake from time to time.. I've been waiting for a game like this for the LONGEST, it fills all
my football needs.

9/10. Big Bang Empire is a game that i would catagorise in the facebook category.
Kinda like maffia style dueling, improving your character and clan, but then everything in a porn theme.

- The artwork is not bad but not great in a cartoonish karikature style.
- The options of customising your character are cool, but there is usually no compromise between cosmetic value and
usefulness. So as you level up you will have to say goodbye to your sexy nurse outfit.

What it succeeds most in, is rewarding the players who actually put time into the game. All too often a player is rewarded for
how many days he has been playing compared to how intensive he has been playing. But this game's timings seem just about
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right so you can progress faster compared to somebody who only plays 2 hours a day.

I recommend this game bacuse it doesn't suck. But like most facebookgames (that's why i catagorised it like this), most people
will probably grow tired of it within weeks.

Edited:
I went from recommending this game to not recommending it. After the positive things i wrote here, i have to admit that they
really screwed this game up. From around level 15 for studio's you cannot progress further unless you pay and buy diamonds.
For most of the tasks you would like to do; for example change your profile picture, you get enough free diamonds. However to
upgrade your studio further you have to pay 100 diamonds for each level! Not only that but they also made the game buttons
very tactical. Sometimes actions require money, sometimes diamonds. However there is no confirmation needed, so that way
you are bound to spend your free diamonds, that you worked hard to get, on useless actions by accident.
I see a lot of people stopping to play around this level and i can fully understand why now, as i will do the same.
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Like it alot, never get bored of the x-ray shots. Not much story but it's not needed either, the gameplay is solid and makes more
than enough up for the is no real story.

The maps are really good, from long to short range, you can tackle the objectives how you se fit. There is no real right or wrong
way.

Game is at strongest at its long rage shots, and it never gets boring to find new spots and try to do longer and longer range shots.

Personally i'd love for a Elite Sniper 5 to come out.. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. It was great until you're stuck at the
tutorial
(Won't let me change layers)

7/11 would play tutorial again. Yet Another Research Dog is more like a short novel than a game. The game itself is challenging
and renders you hurry scurry, and Research Dog's soliloquies calm you down from the fast-paced "work" and make you think
about his life, his choice, and your own life and choice. It could be just me, but as a researcher, I felt emotionally drained and
enormously satisfied at the ending scene.. This game brought me back to 90's. I liked the game a lot.
I got good wibes when passing some challenging levels. Feels good.
Musics fits really great to this awesome pixel art, also character movement and robot hand handling feels so polished.
I really love the level design on this game and some of the mechanics are absolutely insane.

Definetely looking forward what the creator design next.. Basically everything you need from a strategy game. 9/10. Really need
the equivalent of the C&C "crane" building so I can build more than one building at once.

But seriously. These developers get it. Game works perfectly on release. Looks good. Runs good. Decent co-op campaign, 2
normal campaigns, plenty of skirmish with steam workshop for more maps after the fact. They deserve your money. They did it
right.. This DLC pack adds in armor with some superb stat boosts, some accessories that give some mild boosts to individual
stats (not always the case), and lastly comes with 5 scouts.

Swirly D-Ring: 2500 HP, 900 VIT, 300 MEN
CMD-R: 1800 HP, 600 SP, 300 VIT, 900 MEN
Bloodthirsty Rosary: 4500 STR, 3000 INT, -6000 VIT, -6000 MEN
Sentai Transformation Bracelet: 1500 HP, 300 SP, 150 STR, 100 AGI, 700 VIT, 700 MEN, Fire-Light-Ice Res +35%
Evil Ring: 1000 HP, 450 SP, 150 INT, 700 VIT, 700 MEN, 100 TEC, Wind-Lightning-Dark Res +35%
Plant Bracelet: 1000 HP, 700 SP, 100 STR, 100 INT, -400 AGI, 600 VIT, 600 MEN, -100 MOV

Some additional effects with those armor pieces: Swirly D-Ring (Cuts physical damage by 10%), CMD-R (Cuts elemental
damage by 10%), Plant Bracelet (You cannot move, but you automatically restore 10% HP and SP).

Accessories:
Nepgya Eye Mask: 5% Lightning and Dark res
Umio Eye Mask: 5% Ice and Dark res
Fallen Neptune: 100 LUC and VIT, description says "Reduces physical damage" and it does in fact reduce physical damage by a
bit
Protruding Merry Spirit: 200 TEC
Protruding Cool Spirit: 200 STR
Protruding Timid Spirit: 200 INT
Protruding Tsun Spirit: 200 AGI
Protruding Smiling Spirit: 200 VIT
Protruding Nepgya Spirit: 100 STR + AGI
Protruding Mischievous Spirit: 100 INT + MEN
Protruding Lively Spirit: 100 VIT + MEN

Scouts (effects only):
Plutia: Nothing (I'm not sure if I have to level her up or if she just has nothing forever)
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Peashy: Credits Up + Critical Rate Up +10%
Kei Jinguji: Credits Up +15%
Mina Nishizawa: Share Usage Down +25%, Recovery Up +3%
Chika Hakozaki: Drop Rate Up +15%

All in all, I'd give this a  NOT BAD \/10. Pretty simple game, like Bomberman should be. If you have some time and
wanna play for a short time with your friends, its a seriously funny game. you can additional to placing bombs and get
the standard Items do little jumps/speedruns and kick bombs. I personally think Bomb it, at least the first, is better,
but for a free to play bomberman it is very enjoyable. Garbage. Roads are so god damn small and when you hit a car,
which you will do, the bus goes flying like a piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥ Obviously the car is fine though. "detailed, virtual world"
is exactly what this game is NOT. Also im pretty sure that in 2012 buses had some automation in them, not having to
punch some crap into a wonderul computer machine so it spits out a ticket. I am sad now I have spent my money on
this when I could have saved up for OMNI Bus.. Bought it, played it for 9 minute and then promptly uninstalled it.
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